Abstract-This paper presents a printed Bengali and English text OCR system developed by us using a single hidden BLSTM-CTC architecture having 128 units. Here, we did not use any peephole connection and dropout in the BLSTM, which helped us in getting better accuracy. This architecture was trained by 47,720 text lines that include English words also. When tested over 20 different Bengali fonts, it has produced character level accuracy of 99.32% and word level accuracy of 96.65%. A good Indic multi script OCR system is also developed by Google. It sometimes recognizes a character of Bengali into the same character of a non-Bengali script, especially Assamese, which has no distinction from Bengali, except for a few characters. For example, Bengali character for 'RA' is sometimes recognized as that of Assamese, mainly in conjunct consonant forms. Our OCR is free from such errors. This OCR system is available online at https://banglaocr.nltr.org
I. INTRODUCTION
OCR is among the oldest and most successful pattern recognition and machine learning based application technology, which is being improved till today. Early approaches for printed texts OCR of document image were done by statistical and SVM classifiers, among others. Most of them worked after line, word and character segmentation, which incurred a fair amount of mistakes at these stages, more so on Alpha-syllabary or Abugida scripts like Devanagari and Bengali, among others. Those pre-processing errors used to substantially reduce the overall OCR accuracy. Later on, word to character segmentation was avoided by Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based OCRs, which used hidden states with prior and transition probabilities during classifier design. However, to the best of our knowledge, a full text line (containing 10-12 words) based OCR with HMM system alone that work with very high accuracy was not reported in the literature. More recently, Drastic improvement in the performance was noted after the use of Recurrent Neural Net (RNN) based classifier. Among RNNs, Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM) architecture, originally proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [1] , is a multi-gated Recurrent Neural Net (RNN) which has better ability of exploiting long range contexts and can be made deep structured. Schuster and Paliwal [2] have made the LSTM architecture more powerful by adding bi-directionality (which utilize past and future context) in their problem of Speech processing. This network is now called Bidirectional LSTM or BLSTM, which along with Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) layer [3] have been successfully employed in both printed and online/offline handwritten text OCR in various scripts [4] , [5] .
Most of the early works on printed OCR system were done on English and related Alphabetic writing systems as well as Chinese, Japanese and Korean scripts. The works on Indian scripts were somewhat lagging behind and in 1998, the first workable system on Indic script (Bengali) OCR was reported [6] , which was followed by similar studies on other scripts during the new millennium [7] , [8] , [9] . All these methods worked in the character level, where word and character segmentation from the document text lines were required.
Reports on full page printed script OCR, using Neural net architecture started about ten years ago. Breuel et al. [10] have proposed one LSTM based system to recognize English and Fraktur printed scripts. It is a open-source software, to be available online [11] . For Thai printed script recognition, LSTM with vertical component shifting for compound characters has been reported recently [12] . Moreover, Adnan Ul-Hasan et al. [13] have proposed a Bi-directional LSTM network based printed Urdu Nastaleeq script recognition. Among Indian scripts, Shankaran and Jawahar [14] was perhaps the first to report a printed Devanagari word OCR system using a BLSTM Network (which was provided to them by Alex Graves). Later on, this group extended the work for some other Indic scripts as well [15] . Ray et al. [16] also used Deep BLSTM Network for recognizing printed Oriya script words. Mathew et al. [17] have proposed LSTM based multilingual word based Indic OCR. All these Indic script based OCRs were word-based systems, where text lines and words were to be identified from the document image. So, for a document page line and word isolation errors used to contribute in the overall recognition error. Later on, a text line-based approach for printed Devanagari script recognition was proposed by Karayil et al. [18] . Recently, Biswas et al. [19] have used a hybrid architecture for recognition of printed text lines in degraded documents. Chavan et al. [20] have shown line based text recognition for Indian scripts including Bengali, but their accuracy was relatively poor. There is a open-source multi-script system (including Bengali) called Tesseract [21] (now owned by Google), but its accuracy is not so high for Bengali script.
Most of the above studies are done at the laboratory level, which were not tested extensively by a large number of users. But apart from Tesseract, Google developed another good OCR system in 2016 which can be used for documents having text in multiple Indic scripts, including Devanagari and Bengali. To use it freely, the scanned document image file needs to be submitted online into the 'Google drive' and the OCR output is obtained as paragraph-wise UNICODE file which can be printed in any UNICODE supported Bengali font. For fair quality Indian alpha-syllabary printed scripts including Bengali, the Google OCR shows very low character and word level error in normal document images. It is also quite robust for noisy and degraded documents. But, a person cannot employ the Google system in a standalone mode or integrate it as a 'sub-system' into some other bigger application system, since it is not sold as a software unit. Also, there are some other limitations of using this system, which are described in section IV. These facts motivated us to develop an indigenous Bengali (with English) OCR system, whose initial system and its performance are reported here.
Our OCR system is also based on BLSTM, where English texts are included because many Bengali documents contain English words printed in English script. Also, our OCR is a line based system, so in the pre-processing stage, only individual lines are to be separated from the given text image. The CTC has powerful capability to automatically align ground truth of a line with the text line image, so that the system learns from lines and do not need words and characters segmentation for the inputs.
II. PRINTED BENGALI SCRIPTS
Machine Printing of Bengali script dates back to 1778 AD, when a book named "A grammar of the Bengali language" authored by N. B. Halhed was published at Hoogly. For this book Charles Wilkins created Bengali letterforms with the help of native smith Panchanan Karmakar. Later on, Serampore Missionaries Press played a major role in improving Bengali fonts while printing Christian religious books in Bengali. Uniform and good quality typefaces were generated and good quality Bengali printing started from the end to first quarter of nineteenth century. Further improvements in characters forms were done by great educationist and social reformer Iswarchandra Vidyasagar. In his honour, the typefaces generated since 1850s are now called as Vidyasagari fonts. Some typefaces of compound components of this form become obsolute after spelling correction movement of Bengali words in twentieth century. In 1935, the publishers of popular Bengali newspaper Anandabazar Patrika (ABP) planned to use the Linotype machine for composing Bengali letters. For that, they had to make major changes in Bengali Bengali document images. It was working well, but not to the extent of our previous unpublished method developed by a non-NN approach which is briefly described below.
Our method works in two phases. In the first phase, the document vertical strip based projection profile valleys of document sections were considered as initial guess for the line end/beginning. In the second phase, this guess was refined whereby object image and other artifacts were discarded. Two or more touching text lines and extra thin line generated wrongly in the first stage were also corrected at this stage.
Once the individual text lines are obtained, each line image is normalized to a standard height of 48 pixels. Our experience on Bengali OCR research for the last 20 years is that normalized line height of 48 pixels contains enough information for text recognition. Next, the height normalized line image is presented to the BLSTM-CTC based OCR system for training and validation. After this, it is used for testing. For training, validation and testing however, we generated the line-wise ground truths in Bengali Unicode. The ground-truth of test lines are actually used for performance evaluation. We generated the BLSTM network using Tensorflow Toolkit (Version 1.3 ). This network is primarily inspired by the model of [24] . The basic unit of LSTM used here is shown in Figure 1 . In general, an LSTM unit has 3 peephole connections from its cell to input, forget and output gates. But we did not use any peephole connection because in our case, deletion of peephole reduced the CTC loss substantially. Since we have used Bidirectional system, there are two LSTM sub-layers, namely forward and backward sub-layers. At present, each sub-layer contains 128 LSTM units. The outputs from the units of corresponding sub-layers are combined through weights and biases. These weights and biases were initialized by Xavier Initializer [25] , which lead to fast convergence during training phase. This layer is followed by the Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) layer, which is the output layer. In this layer, the number of units is equal to the number of class labels and one extra unit for the blank label. The output of CTC is like a probability distribution over all label sequence including blank label for each frame of the input sequences. During training, the objective function of CTC calculates the loss, which is the negative log probability of target labels. During training, the target is to minimize the loss by altering the weights of network by back-propagation. We used momentum optimizer with Learning rate 0.0001 and Momentum 0.9 for back-propagation. During testing, the CTC acts as the classifier. It produces the most promising labels for a given input sequence as the final output. We use CTC Beam search decoder for getting the output. Figure 2 demonstrates our overall network architecture.
As stated before, for the sequence labeling task, the Bidirectional LSTM contains two separate hidden layers. In Figure 2 the 'dashed' circular lines with arrow shaped end in BLSTM layer indicate the rollover of LSTM units. If unrolled, the units can be perceived as shown in Figure 3 . It processes the input sequence in both forward and backward directions. The two hidden layers are connected to a single output layer, thereby providing access to both past and future contexts. Thus, including the input and output layer, our system has three basic layers only. We have chosen the number of units in each sub-layer of the BLSTM layer as 128 and only one bi-directional hidden layer. One of the reasons of this is lack of high-end hardware availability.
In the absence of peephole connections like Figure 1 , for a single LSTM unit, the input output relations are described by the following equations-
where the W terms denote elements of connection weight matrices (e.g. W ix is the weight matrix from the input gate to the input), the b terms denote bias vectors (e.g. b i is the input gate bias vector), h is the output from the unit, σ is the logistic sigmoid function, and i, f , o and c are the input gate, forget gate, output gate and memory cell vectors, respectively and is the element-wise multiplication between vectors.
For an input sequence x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x t ), the hidden sequence h = (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h t ) and the output sequence y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y t ) the following relation holds. Here − → h t corresponds to the forward LSTM sequence and ← − h t corresponds to the backward LSTM sequence. The final output y t is obtained by adding weighted sum of both along with bias b y , as given in the equations below. 
− →
h t = f (W x − → h x t + W− → h − → h − → h t−1 + b− → h ) ← − h t = f (W x ← − h x t + W← − h ← − h ← − h t−1 + b← − h ) yh1 = W− → h y − → h t yh2 = W← − h y ← − h t y t = yh1 + yh2 + b y
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
Our network model is learned with 47, 720 text line images (which includes 4, 500 lines containing English). Also, 1, 500 line images are used for validation and 6, 645 line images are used for testing. These lines may contain mixture of Bengali and English words. These are equivalent to 4, 72, 167 words or 28, 67, 659 characters of training set, 14, 365 words or 87, 607 characters of validation set and 61, 582 words or 3, 69, 931 characters of test set. The text images are collected from various categories of books, letters, newspapers, notices, magazines etc. All images are scanned at 300 dpi (dots per inch). We have included only commonly used fonts (about 20 in number) in our training set. Some training samples are shown in Figure 4 . For training, we used UTF-8 format to prepare the ground-truth files. Each ground-truth file corresponds to one training line of the document image. We did not alter Unicode ordering while preparing the ground-truth.
A total of 166 class labels (165 + 1 for CTC blank label) are used for classification. The class labels correspond to all Bengali vowels and consonants, commonly used symbols and punctuation marks, uppercase and lowercase English characters in UNICODE.
Some readers may be aware that Bengali is an alphasyllabary script consisting of vowels, consonants, vowel markers, compound characters and numerals consisting of more than 300 character shapes. These, along with English characters, punctuation marks and numerals need about 400 character shapes to be recognized (which includes 'danri' or 'danda', the sign that represents full-stop in Bengali and some other scripts). So, some readers may wonder how these 400 shapes can be accommodated by only 166 output labels. Actually, the trick lies in the UNICODE rule of representing about 230 Bengali compound characters. A compound character in UNICODE is the combination of UNICODEs of two, three and four consonants joined by the code of a sign called 'hasant' or 'halant' between every two consecutive consonants. When these are output from CTC, these trigger the generation of the appropriate compound character in a UNICODE compliant Bengali font.
As stated before, training and test image height of a line is normalized to 48 pixel. For training, we provide one strip of size 1 × 48 pixels gray values each time as input feature vector to the BLSTM. Our batch size for the training is one. One training epoch is completed when all input lines are processed. We preset the maximum number of training epochs as 80. An upper bound to 80 epochs was chosen experimentally to be sure that we are not stuck in a local error minimum. At each epoch, we compute the CTC loss and validation error. The validation error is calculated by summing over CTC loss on 1500 validation samples. The readers should not confuse these with text recognition error rate. The training is stopped when the difference in both CTC loss and validation error between epoch t and (t + 1) are less than or equal to 0.01 and 0.1, respectively.
We have tested our BLSTM Layer model with 80, 100, 128 and 156 hidden units. Among these, 128 hidden units at 48-th epoch produced minimum error on the validation set. So, we chose 128 units trained at 48-th epoch for the purpose of testing. We expected better results in case of 156 hidden units. Failure to this may be due to fairly small size of training samples, since training of BLSTM-CTC architecture needs huge amount of data, which we could not afford to produce. Epoch-wise CTC loss and validation error are represented graphically in Figure 5 and Figure 6 , respectively. We evaluated our model on the test set, which is calculated as percentage of Character-level Accuracy (CA) and Wordlevel Accuracy (WA) obtained by Minimum Edit Distance (MED) method. Thus, the percent of CA and WA are calculated by the following relations. The test set was also run on tesseract 4.0 LSTM version and Google drive OCR system. The experimental results are shows in Table I . We have compared our work with two systems, both owned by Google, since we did not find any other open software in the net. One of the Google system is Tesseract 4.0, which has LSTM engine and is freely available. We call the other and more accurate system that can be run through the Google drive as Google Drive-based System (GDS). It works in the paragraph level of the document text. As mentioned earlier, this system API cannot be used in standalone mode or cannot be used like a sub-system in a bigger application. Our experimental results are shown in Table I , where the results of our system is somewhat better than GDS system. However, the GDS is more versatile since it can OCR on a single document containing multiple major Indian scripts and English. This advantage has a flip side also. There are some character shapes for two or more scripts which are extremely similar looking. For example, except for two basic characters, the shapes of all other basic characters look exactly same in Bengali and Assamese, but their Unicode are different. Thus, if precaution is not taken, the chance of Unicode of a character in Bengali being output as the Unicode of the same character in Assamese is fairly high. The GDS suffers to some extent by this problem since a single GDS system works on both Bengali and Assamese text. Thus, the visual results in Google may be much better than what the Unicode based MED results show. Also, Google drive OCR sometimes create unnecessary Danda. This problem was not noticed in our system. Since our system does not include Devanagari OCR.
V. CONCLUSION
A simplified one BLSTM layer based printed Bengali (with English) OCR system has been developed with high character and word level accuracy. Also, the training set of data required here is reasonably low. Our future work is to use multi-layer (deep) architecture trained with bigger database and to make the system more versatile with respect to document quality. Moreover, we shall be working towards combining our classical method with CTPN for more accurate text line identification from more complex documents.
